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In 1960, A. D. Aleksandrov established a theorem about the linearity of maps, 
preserving partial orders (obtained from causal relations) on space-time. In 1964 it 
was partly reproved by E. C. Zeeman. For one of the cases, considered by Aleksan- 
drov, the theorem was generalized by the first-named author to arbitrary commutative 
fields (1974). In the present paper, a generalization of this theorem is proved for 
fields with oharacteristic # 2 ; a counterexample of the generalization is constructed 
for Fz Moreover some counterexamples of the 1974 theorem are given for Hermitean 
forms. 
The main part of the present paper consists of an extension of the other cases of 
Aleksandrov’s theorem to a clas~ss of partially ordered fields. Finally some theorems 
are proved about the transitivity of the group a of causal automorphiems on some 
subsets of V. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to formulate Aleksandrov’s theorem let us introduce some 
notation. Let V=Qn+l (nn2) and define for a=(%, al, . . . . a,), 
Consider the following relations between points 2, y E 7. 
(4 4xX-Y)>O, 
(b) &@-Y)=% 
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(c) the relations one obtains by adding in both cases the condition 
~0 > y0 (respectively, ~0 < y0), 
(d) &(x-y) > 0 and the relations obtained by adding ~0 > yo resp. ~0 < 90. 
Aleksandrov’s theorem [l], [2] states that every autobijection of V that 
preserves one of these relations is the composition of a Lorentz transfor- 
mation a dilatation and a translation. 
In the last few years many papers have appeared on analogous problems 
and generalizations of the theorem. Compare the references in [2]. The 
main part of the present paper (section 2), consists of an extension of 
Aleksandrov’s theorem to a class of partially ordered fields. Apart from 
a purely mathematical interest, one might ask what is the use of such a 
generalization. We offer the following reasons. 
Firstly, physical quantities (corresponding to results of measurements) 
are related more to rational numbers than to real numbers. Also the 
question naturally arises whether Aleksandrov’s theorem remains valid 
for fields containing the field of rational numbers 9 and different from ‘& 
Secondly, the determination of results of measurements on space-time 
generally requires comparison of instruments. This might lead to the 
consideration of special relativity over partially ordered fields (containing 
Q), other than ‘l3 *. 
A generalization of the theorem to arbitrary commutative fields was 
proved in 1974 in [4]. This generalization was restricted to the case 
&(x-y) = 0, being the only one that can be formulated without any order. 
It turned out that in this case one only obtains semilinearity instead of 
linearity. In the present paper (section 2) we deal with the remaining 
cases of the theorem for some partially ordered fields. 
1. AN EXTENSION OF A PREVIOUS THEOREM 
In [4] the following theorem was proved: 
Let K be a commutative field and V= Rn+l (n > 2). & is a quadratic 
form that has Witt index 1. For a E 77 we define the cone C(a) with vertex 
a as the set {X E VlQ(x-a)=O}. 
THEOREM 1.1. Every autobijection of V that transforms cones onto 
cones is a product of a translation and a semi-similarity f ; the latter 
saW% W(4) =v4?(4) f or some c # 0, where ,u is an automorphism 
of the field K. 
In the proof of this theorem we assumed tacitly that f maps vertices 
onto vertices. We now prove: 
* In a subsequent paper we shall deal more thoroughly with physical arguments 
for the use of partially ordered fields in physics. 
THEOREM 1.2. If char (R)#2, then in theorem 1.1, we can omit the 
requirement that the vertex of the cone transforms onto the vertex of 
the cone. 
In fact the assumption that f maps vertices onto vertices is automati- 
cally fulfilled if char (R) f 2 as follows from the following lemma. Compare 
subsection 5.1.1 of [2]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let char (R) f 2 and let a, b E I’. (a f b) C(a) is the cone with 
vertex in a. Then C(a) n C(b) is an isotropic line of C(a) if and only 
if there is an element c E V(c # a, c # b) such that C(a) n C(b) = C(u) n C(c). 
PROOF. Suppose that I = C(a) n C(b) is an isotropic line of C(a) and 
let 2 E E. This gives us (compare lemma 1 in [a]), that C(a) n C(z) =Z. 
Therefore for every b, c E 1 we have C(a) n C(b) =C(u) n C(c) =Z. 
Suppose conversely that C(a) n C(b) = C(a) n C(c) is valid for b#c. 
The set C(u) n C(b) is invariant with respect to the transformation 
x I+ a+ b --x and similarly C(u) n C(c) is invariant with respect to 
x I+= a+c-x. In our case the set is therefore invariant with respect to 
their product x I+ b -C+X (being a translation). If x E C(u) n C(b) then 
x+b-c E C(u) n C(b) and x+2(b-cc) E C(a) n C(b). (Here we use char 
(K) # 2). So we find 
Q(x-u)=O, Q(x+b-c-u)=0 and Q(x+2(b-c)-u)=O, 
or 
Q(x-a)+Q(b-c)+(x-a, b-c)=0 
and 
Q(x-u)+4Q(b-c)+2(x-u, b-c)=O. 
Using Q(z - a) = 0 we find that Q(b - c) = 0 and (X -a, b-c) = 0. Since the 
Witt-index of Q is 1, we have that x - a and b -c are parallel and likewise 
x-b and b-c are parallel. 
Hence b--a and b-c are parallel, but b-c is isotropic and so we find 
that Q(b-a) =0 i.e. C(a) n C(b) is an isotropic line and the lemma is 
proved. 0 
From this lemma it is clear that if f maps cones onto cones, it maps 
isotropic lines onto isotropic lines without the assumption that it maps 
vertices onto vertices. 
REMARK. That the condition Char (K) #2 is crucial is clear from the 
following counterexample : 
Consider n = 2, K =Ea and Q(x) = xix2 +xizs + xzxs. It is easy to check 
that Q(x)=0 if and only if XE ((0, 0, 0); (0, 1, 0); (1, 0, 0); (0, 0, l)}, 
therefore Q has Witt-index 1. Define f in the following way: 
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a (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1) (1, 0, 0) 1 (0, 1, 0) (1, 1, 0) (1, 0, 1) (0, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1) 
f(4 (0, 0, 0) (O,O, 1) (0, 1, 1) 1 l&O, 1) (19 190) (0, 1, 0) (ho, 0) (1, 1, 1) 
then for every a we have that f(C( a )) is a cone C(g(a)) but /(C(O)) # C(f(0)). 
In section 3.3 of [4] we asked whether it is possible to extend theorem 1.1 
to skew fields and sesquilinear forms. The following two examples make 
clear that in general this extension is not possible. 
EXAMX’LE 1. (Char (R) = 2). 
Consider Ks for K =Pie and the map z + Z = ti. This is an involution of K. 
The associated Hermitean form is (2, x) = ziZi + X& + zsZa = x’i + zi + & 
Consider the bijective map Ks + KS, defined by (8, ~2, ~3) I+ (~1, x2, ~3). 
Clearly this map leaves invariant the Hermitean form (2,~) but is not 
semilinear because (1 + LX)’ # 1 + a7 if oc is any primitive element of Pie. 
EXAMPLE 2. (Char (R) # 2). 
Consider Ks for K=Pg. Now R has only one involution, defined by 
x -+ Z=S, x E K. Here the associated Hermitean form is 
(2, x) = 3&+ z2z2 + x&c.& = xi + cc: + CT:. 
The bijective map (xi, x2, zs) I-+ (& ~2, x3) leaves (2, x) invariant and is 
not semilinear because (1 +or)s# 1 +ocs, where OL is any primitive element 
of Pg. 
2. ALEKSANDROV’S THEOREM FOR A CLASS OF PARTIALLY ORDERED FIELDS 
We start this section with a number of notions and properties we need 
in the sequel. Let K be a commutative field, endowed with a (non-trivial) 
partial order < and let P C K be the set of elements > 0. As known 
(cf. [3]) P has the following properties 
a) P+PCP, 
b) P.PCP, 
0) P n (-P)=(O). 
Conversely given a set P with the properties a), b), c) there is unique 
order < on the field K such that P is its set of positive elements. We 
call the partially ordered field K directed if for all a, b E K there is c E K 
such that oa and c> b; furthermore we put P* = P- (0). Consider the 
properties : 
d) KZCP, 
e) K=P-P 
f) (P*)-1 = p*, 
g) K is directed. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If a), b) c) hold, then e) and g) are equivalent. 
PROOF. Suppose z=y-x with y>O, z>O. Then for all XEK there is 
an element p (p = y + 1) such that p > x and p > 0. Hence, using invariance 
under addition we find that K is directed. 
Conversely, suppose that K is directed, i.e. for all 2 there is an element 
y such that y>O and y>z. Write z=y-(y-z), then y and y-x are as 
desired. 0 
LEMMA 2.2. If the pair (K, 9) satisfies a), b), c), d), then e) and f) 
hold. 
PROOF. Because char (K) # 2, we may write 
In other words K = P - P. 
Let x E P*, then we have x-l= (x-1)2.x E P*, i.e. (P*)-l= P*. 0 
Before introducing vector spaces over partially ordered fields, we give 
an example of such a field. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the field Q(X) of quotients of rational functions 
over 0~. Let P be the set of sums of squares in C&X). Then a), b), c) (and 
moreover d)) hold. The corresponding order of 0,(z) is not a total one. 
Let V= Kn+l (n> 2) and let us introduce 
Q(x)=4 - izl x6” x=(x0, Xl, . ..) xn). 
We also write x8 = (xi, x2, . . ., G), (5, yd= J& ~-yt and (x8, xd= llx8112 
((et) standard basis). 
Then we have 
Q(x) = xi - l19112. 
Introduce the relations < and < on V by - 
y/< x if and only if &(x-y)>0 and xe>yo - 
and 
y< x if and only if &(x-y)>0 and z~o)y,-, 
(Notice that x < y does not mean x ( y or x= y). 
We shall frequently make use of the following notations: (x > y means - 
Y<“) - 
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Pi: the set of elements > 0 
E’s: the set of elements 7 0 
Ps: Pl\P2 *. 
We also consider sets like a+ PI (elements > a), -PI, PI u (-PI) (or - 
shortly f PI) and so on. 
We shall say that a relation < on V is a preorder if it satisfies - 
i) a<a aEV 
ii) sib and b( c imply a< c 
(if mogover a <band b < a-&ply a= b we have that < is a partial 
order on 8). - - 
- 
THEOREM 2.1. ** If the pair (9, G) satisfies a), b), c), d), then the 
relation ( is a partial order on V =Kn+l (n> 1). - 
PROOF. Clearly a < a for all a E V. We now prove transitivity. To 
that end we start wi%h the inequality (which follows from (a) and (d)) 
2 (boar-aoW>O or b~llas112+a~llbdl12>2 mbo(a,, bs). 
i-l 
Now suppose a > 0 and b > 0, i.e. ae>O, boa 0, lla,ll2<$ and llb#<b$. 
The inequality implies thar(a8, bb) < aobo. 
Therefore 
IL + bsl12 = lla8112 + llb8112 + (a8, be) ==z (ao+ bo)2. 
Trivially UII> 0 and bo>O imply ao+ bo> 0 and hence a+ b > 0, which 
implies transitivity. Finally, if a > 0 and a < 0 we find ae = 0 aa lla,lls ( 0, 
hence (by d)) a~=0 (i= 1 . . . n). Therefore a=0 and the proof is complete. 
0 
THEOREN 2.2. *** If < is a preorder on V and K= P- P, then GCP. - 
PROOF. Suppose that < is a preorder and choose Ila,ll~=llbslj2= 1. 
Hence jla8+b,j12< 1 i.e. (a&)91. Let x, y E K with zs+ys#O. Choose 
x2-p 2v 
al= x2+3 , a2=-, x2+92 
a=O, 2<i<n, bl=l and bt=O l<i<n. 
So we conclude that @4/(22+9/4/a) > 0 for all x and y with x2+ ys# 0. 
* Notice that contrary to the situation in R n+l, besides the sets, usually indicated 
&s pa&, present and future, we now also meet sets of incomparable elements. We 41 
them “agnostic” sets. We return to this matter in section 3. 
** Due to T. A. Springer. 
*** Due to T. A. Springer. 
Because Ii: is directed it is possible to choose 2 such that x > 1 and x > - $2 ; 
this implies that %a>~> -ys i.e. zs++s>O. 
So finally, we find that for all y E R we have y2 > 0 i.e. K2 C P. 0 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that (R, <) is a partially ordered field then 
the pair (K, < ) is directed if and only if the pair (V, < ) is directed. - 
PROOF. Suppose that for all a E K there is an element b E K such that 
b >a and b > 0. We prove that for all x E V there is an element y E V 
such that y > z and y > 0. Let z= (xo,x~, . .., z,) and y= (ya, 0, . .., 0) 
with yo > 1, yo) 1 + ~0 anrya > zo + ljz8112. It follows that y > 0 and y > 2. 
For the proof of the converse choose x= (a, 0, 0, . . . 0) ; lety= (b, bl, .Ibn) 
satisfy y > x and y > 0. Clearly this implies that b> a and b > 0. Hence 
for all a ET there isi element c (c = b + 1) such that c > a and c > 0. q 
Now we are going to prove the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that the pair (K, <) satisfies a), b), c), d) then 
every autobijection of V, preserving cones of one of the types PI, Pz, Ps, 
% PI, f Pz, f Ps (vertex #O included) is a product of a translation 
and a semilinear map. 
REMARK. If conversely every autobijection of V, preserving these 
cones is semilinear (apart from translations) then the pair (K, < ) is 
directed, as one proves as follows: 
If x is an element of one of the six sets under consideration, then the 
first coordinate CCC, lies in P-P. Let as E K\(P-P) and a=@, 0, . . . . 0). 
Define an equivalence relation r~ on V by x N y if and only if xo - 90 E 
E P-P. Consider the map f : V + V de&red by 
f&)=x for all 2 + a 
f(x)=z+r, for all 2 -a 
where p= (p,~, 0, . . . . 0) with pa>0 (Notice that f(0) =O). Obviously, f is 
an autobijection of V, preserving the six cones under consideration and 
hence semilinear. 
So we derive 2a=f(2a)=f(a)+f(a)=2a+2p; i.e. p=O and that contra- 
dicts our assumption, Also we find that K\(P - P) = (b and hence that K 
is directed. q 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. This (long) proof appeals to theorem 1.1 We 
start the proof with a number of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. If a+2>0 for all 2>0, then a>O. 
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PROOF. It suffices to assume that a# 0. Choose 3, such that 2-r > -a-r 
(this is possible since K is directed). Then it follows that a-l>0 and 
hence that a> 0. 0 
LEMMA 2.4. 
pl= n (Y+P~). 
m-P2 
PROOF. Suppose that z E PI. We shall prove that x E y +Ps for all 
y E -Pa. Obviously x0:0> 0 and YO < 0 imply x0 - ys > 0. We have 
hi1 (XOY~ -y010xtJ2ia 0, i.e. 411y8112 +y~llx8112 s- 2~0~0(~~, yd. 
Using x0:0> 0, yo< 0, %> 11~~11~ and $> lly8/e112 we find 
2~oYo(9, Y~/8)<~lly~ll~+~lI~*ll~~ 2&,2 
and therefore (a, y8) > xayo. Also 
IIc-~~ll~=ll~~ll~-~~~s, ys)+lly~/e1~~~~--~0~0+~. 
Together with zo - ys > 0 this means that x E y+P2. 
Conversely, let 
x E uciJp2 (Y +Pa)* 
Starting from yo < 0 and yi > jly# imply x0 - yo > 0 and (x0 - ~0)~ > /lx8 - y#, 
we are going to prove that x0:0> 0 and a$ > ~~~~~~a. We find x0:0,0 from 
lemma 2.3. Assume &> lly8/la and hence (z~---y~)a> IIz8-y8/s1]a. In the last 
inequality we may replace ya by Ay8 (;Z> 0) and so we find: 
or 
nyyi - lly#) + W[(%, yd - xoyol + 33 - 11%112 > 0 
m/z - llY8112) + 2((%, Y8/8) -~oyoo)I +d - 11412 > 0 
for all il> 0. On the one hand we know that yt - lly#> 0 and on the other 
hand we find as above that (x8, y8) -XC,, ya > 0. Recalling again lemma 2.3 
we find that xi- llx8:,112>0 and so lemma 2.4 is proved. Cl 
As an immediate consequence of lemma 2.4 we find: 
(4 
II 
Invariance of PZ implies invariance of Pr (and hence 
invariance of Ps). 
It also follows that not only the relation < but also the relation < is 
transitive on V (a > b and b > c imply; > b and b > c and hence - 
lemma 2.4 gives us that a > c). 
We denote the line through a and b by &,a. We call a+Lb an isotropic 
line if &(b)=O. 
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DEFINTCION. Let b E a f Pa. We define the almost-line through a and 
b as the subset of I&b whose elements x have a first coordinate x0 satisfying 
~02% or x0 Tao and x0:0> bo or xo < bo. We call la,0 the support of the 
almost-line. 
LEMMA 2.5. If b E f Ps, then (f Ps) n (b f Ps) is the almost-line 
through a and b. 
PROOF. Let x E ( f Ps) n (b & Pa), we may assume that bo > 0, x0 > 0 
or x0 < 0. Furthermore we have bi = ljb#, xt = 11x8:6112 and (x0 - bo)2 = l/x8 - b# 
and hence (bs, x8) = bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:bo:b. Appealing to the identity 
A 
ll~t41211b.d12 - 6, xd2 = ji 2 (xibj-qbt)2 
(.I-1 
we fmd (qbf-qbg)2=0 for all i,j=l, . . . . n. 
Therefore there is 3, E K with q=ilbg, i = 1, . . . n. Again, using that 
(b8, x8) = brpo we find that x0 =Abo and hence x=i2b. This means that x 
belongs to the line through 0 and b and hence x lies on the almost-line 
through 0 and b. Conversely if b E f Ps and z belongs to the almost-line 
through 0 and b then it is easy to see that z E ( f Pa) n (b f Ps). 0 
LEMMA 2.6. If 1 and m are almost-lines then II n nzl> 2 if and only if 
1 and m have the same support. 
PROOF. Suppose a and b belong both to 1 and to m, i.e. a and b belong 
to the supports of 1 and m, then these lines coincide. 
Conversely let I and m be two almost-lines with the same support 1. 
Since K is directed, there exists po E K with po>m, bo, ~0, do. The points 
on 1 with flrst coordinate po and PO+ 1 are as required. cl 
From lemma 2.6 it follows that every isotropic line is the union of almost- 
lines. Furthermore we conclude: 
(B) 
II 
If f leaves f PS invariant, then it leaves the cone Q(x) = 0 
invariant. 
For invariance of f Ps implies invariance of almost-lines (lemma 2.6) 
and hence invariance of isotropic lines. Therefore Q(x) =0 is invariant. 
L3mm.A 2.7. Q has Wit&index 1. 
PROOF. Assume that there are linearly independent a and b such that 
Q(aa+pb)=O for all oc and /?. Since cxao+/3bo= 0 would imply that 
ora+pb=O, we have oLao+Bbo#O for all OL and fi. 
If in particular m # 0 or bo # 0, then by choosing 01= bo and j3 = - a0 we 
contradict our assumption. Therefore a and b are linearly dependent. 0 
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LEMMA 2.8. If a E Pa, then Pi n (a-Pi) C ZO,~. 
PROOF. LetxEPin(a-Pi).SupposexEPs,thenxEPsanda-xePi 
imply (lemma 2.4) the contradiction a E Pz. Therefore x E Ps. Likewise 
one proves that x E a- PS and then x E lo,@ by lemma 2.6. q 
LEMMA 2.9. xEPsifandonlyif(i)xEPr,(ii)foralla,bEPin(x-PI) 
with a and b#O and #x there is c#O with 
c E PI n (x-Pi) n (a-Pl) n (b-PI). 
PROOF. Suppose x E PS and a, b E PI n (X-PI), then, according to 
lemma 2.8 x, 0, a and b belong to the same isotropic line. 
Moreover, us> 0 and bo> 0. Choose c on this line such that 
mbo co= - 
ao+bo’ 
then c is as required. 
Conversely, assume that there is c# 0 with 
c E PI n (x-PI) n (a--PI) n (b-PI) 
andthatx#Psi.e.thatxEPs.Leta=(A,1,0 ,..., O),b=(l,O,il,O ,..., 0). 
Choose 1 such that l/A> 0, l/A> l/cm, and 
l/1> 2(xo-3a) 
d - 11~8112 - 
For this 1 we have that a E X-PI. Similarly it is possible to choose 3. 
such that b E X-PI (as above with xs in stead of xi). According to our 
assumption there is a vector c such that 
c E PI n (~--PI) and c E Pl n (b-PI). 
Hence (lemma 2.8) c E I o,~ and c E Zs,b and that would imply c= 0. Also 
xcP3. 0 
As a consequence of lemma 2.9, we find: 
(y) 11 If f leaves PI invariant, then it leaves PS invariant. 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose that a, b E f PI. Then we have aobo-=cO if and 
only if (& PI) C (a f PI) U (b f PI). 
PROOF. Assume that aobo c 0. We may suppose that a0 < 0 and bo > 0. 
Because the relation < is an order, we find: - 
PlC (a+P1)C (a f Pl) 
-PI C (b-PI) C (b A- PI) 
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Hence 
(k Pl) c (a f 2%) u (b f Pl). 
To prove the converse we may suppose a E Pi and b E PI. Then we have 
to prove that there is an x such that x E f Pi and z $ (a f PI) u (b f PI). 
If a-b+ f Pi; then x=+(a-b) is as required. 
If a-b E f PI, then without loss of generality we may suppose that 
bo>m. Now choose x=a/2+ (2, A, 0, . . . 0) where A> 0, 
We obtain 
(6) 11 If f leaves f Pi invariant, then f or -f leave Pi invariant. 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose a, b E f Ps. Then we have aobo c 0 if and only if 
f PZ C (a f Pz) u (b & 3%). 
PROOF. This proof is similar to the proof of lemma 2.10. 0 
Similarly we find 
(E) II If f leaves f .2’s invariant, then f or -f leave Ps invariant. 
Finally, collecting (a), (6), (a), (y), 1 emma 2.7 and (/3) (in this order) we 
may appeal to theorem 1.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.4 is complete. 0 
As stated in Theorem 1.1, every autobijection f of V that transforms 
cones onto cones is (apart from translations) a semi-similarity satisfying 
W(x)) = VKW) f or some cf 0 (~1 being an automorphism of R). This 
extends to 
THEOREM 2.5. If f leaves one of the sets PI, Pz, Ps, f PI or f PZ 
invariant, then c> 0 and ,u preserves the order of R. 
REMARK. Notice that the set (f Ps) is omitted. 
PROOF. First consider the case that PI or PZ are left invariant. Let 
0~~0 and a=(l+a/2, l--(x/2, 0, . . . . 0). Clearly a E PI and &(a) = 2a> 0. 
Hence f(a) E PI and &(/(a)) =cp(&(a)) > 0. Choosing oc=+, we find that 
c>O and ,&)>O. 
/-l preserves the same relation, hence p(a) > 0 also implies that LX> 0. 
In other words: ,u preserves the order of K. 
If f leaves f PI or f PZ invariant, then it leaves PI or PZ invariant 
or changes them into -PI and - PB ((6) and (E)). 
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In both cases we find that c> 0 and ,U is order preserving. Finally, if f 
leaves Ps invariant, the proof is as follows. Let oc> 0 then 
(1+a/2, l-42, 0, . . . . 0) E (1, 1, 0, . . . 0)+& 
and obviously (1, 1, 0, . . . 0) E Pa. 
The same is true for the images and so we tlnd 
f(1+42, l--or/% 0, . . . . 0) Ef(O)+Pl. 
As above, we find that c> 0 and ,U preserves the order of K. q 
3. REMARKS ABOUT THE TRdNSI'NVITY OF THE GROUP a OF CAUSAL 
AUTOMORPHISMS ON SOME SUBSETS OF v 
In this section we deal with total orders on the field IT and therefore 
we start by mentioning the following corollary of theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If the order of the field R is total, then the relation 
< is a partial order on V. 
-(This is an immediate consequence of theorem 2.1. Obviously totally 
ordered fields satisfy a), b), c), d).) 
From classical relativity we borrow the following notions : future (z such 
that Q(x)>0 and x~,:oO), past (Q(x)>0 and z&O), light me (Q(z)=0 
and ~0 2 0), and present (Q(x) < 0 and cco 5 0). In the case that the partial 
order of the field K is not a total one, we also have sets of incomparable 
elements. We call them agnmtic se&?. Apart from translational invariance, 
they consist of elements such that Q(z) and 0 are incomparable (we write 
&(x)110) or x with z,J[[O. G denotes the group of causal automorphisms i.e. 
the group of all automorphisms leaving the set f PI invariant. 
THEOREM 3.1. If the group G is transitive on the complement of the 
set f PI (i.e. the set of causally incomparable elements) then the order 
of K is total. 
PROOF. According to theorem 2.5, vectors x with Q(x) ~0 transform 
into f(z) with Q(f(x))<O. Suppose acll0, then no causal automorphism 
could transform (1 + LX, 1 -LX, 0, . . ., 0) into (0, 1, 0, . .., 0). Hence the order 
of K is total. cl 
REMARK. Theorem 3.1 means that in general G cannot mix the present 
of a and the agnostic set of a. 
THEOREM 3.2. The group G is transitive on agnostic sets if and only 
if the order of K is total and if and only if every automorphism that leaves 
the set Q(x) s-0 or the set Q(x) ~0 invariant, belongs to C. 
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PROOF. First suppose that G is transitive on the agnostic set. Let aljO 
andp=(l+a, l-a,O, . . . . 0), q=(a,a,O, . . . . 0). Clearly &(p)ljO and qo=allO. 
Therefore there is f E G such that f(p) =q and &(q)=cp(&(p)). Hence we 
find that aljO and ,~(a)=0, which is impossible. Therefore R is totally 
ordered. 
Conversely, if R is totally ordered, the agnostic set is empty and every 
group is transitive on 8. 
If K is totally ordered, we have as an immediate consequence of 
theorem 2.4 that every automorphism that leaves f PZ or the complement 
of rt Pi invariant, belongs to G. 
Finally suppose the latter and prove that R is totally ordered in the 
following way : for every b # 0 we consider the map f : I’ + V, defined by 
a0 - cml 
( 
- 3 B 
a1 - OLUO 
- , a2, . . ..%a 
B > 
where 
P-1 2b 
01=- and ,8=-. 
b2+1 
Obviously f leaves Q(z) invariant, so f E G and a E Pi implies f(a) E Pr. 
Choose in particular a = (1, 0, . . . 0) then c6=+(b+b-1) and 0 are com- 
parable. After replacing b by Ab (I > 0). We find b + A-2b-l> 0 orb + A-2b-l< 0. 
In the first case, for every or> 0, choose 3, such that A> 1 and I> a-lb-l. 
So we find that b + m> 0 for all 01> 0. Recalling lemma 2.3 of section 2.3 
of section 2 we find that b> 0. In the second case we obtain similarly 
that b< 0 and hence that R is totally ordered. Now the proof of the 
theorem is complete. cl 
REMARKS. a) Theorem 3.2 e.g. means that in general G cannot mix 
agnostic elements x with &(x)110 and agnostic elements y with ysjj0. 
b) From the proof of Theorem 3.2 we may conclude that if every 
automorphism that leaves the set Q(z)=0 invariant belongs to G, then 
R is totally ordered too. 
THEOREM 3.3. If the group G is transitive on the set of elements x 
with &(s)l10, then the order of K cannot be extended to an order such 
that an element of G remains an element of G. 
For the proof of this theorem we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If the group G is transitive on the set {y(&(y)llO} then 
9 x < 0 if and only if ,u(x) .x-r> 0 for all automorphisms ,u of K. 
ii) zll0 if and only if there is an automorphism p such that p(z). 2-1~ 0. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Let ~110, 
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a=(1 + f, l- ;, 0, . ..) 0) 
b=(l- f, 1+ ;, 0, . ..) 0). 
Then, because of transivity of # we can find c> 0 and p, such that 
&(4 =%4&(~)). i.e. z=cp(-z), also z/(p(z))<O. If z>O or z<O, then 
evidently p(z) -x-r> 0. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. Let a > 0 (i.e. a> 0 in the new sense) and ~110. 
Then r(a)/a<O for some p. So p is not an automorphism of (K, >). 
Therefore we conclude that (a~, . . . . a,) I+ (&a), &zi), . . . ~(a~)) is a 
causal automorphism in the old sense but not in the new sense. 0 
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